Kudos

SLIDING FOLDING PARTITION
INSPIRING INNOVATION IN THE WORKPLACE

For the generation who demands
more flexibility in the way they work
www.movablewall.co.uk

With sliding folding partitions you can
control how your space is utilised

Kudos Sliding
Folding Partition
Creating an environment that looks as good as it sounds
How impressive would it be to optimise
your space with minimal effort?
Our Kudos hinged sliding folding
partitions can either be top hung or
floor supported. The manual operation
offers a simplistic and low maintenance
approach. Couple this with the strength
of good acoustic values, the Kudos is
an ideal choice for those areas having
multiple functions or where rapid layout
changes are required.
• S
 pace management - Sliding folding
partitions offer an effective space
solution for many environments
including offices, educational
establishments, sporting facilities,
dining and entertainment facilities,
religious centres, or retail areas.

•	Smart use of space - the sliding
folding partition system incorporates
a series of flat panels (each up to
900mm wide) that are hinged together
to give a flush appearance when
closed. They are a flexible solution for
making the most of an interior space.
Room sizes can be changed in a
matter of moments to capitalise on the
revenue potential of commercial space
or simply create the most efficient use
of floor space.
• Acoustics

- our systems are quick to
operate and are available in a range
of acoustic ratings from 38dB – 50dB
which is achieved with a combination
of acoustic infills.
• O
 peration - sliding folding partition
systems can be used as single
units, or in pairs, operating with

The kudos sliding
folding partition
is the most cost
effective and
flexible solution for
transforming spaces

an aluminium track. The panels
are manoeuvred on either a ceiling
mounted track or an ultra low profile
floor track system.
• A
 daptable configurations - all
systems can be supplied for openings
of unlimited width on straight or
curved track.
• F
 inishes - our systems can be
supplied in an almost endless choice,
popular finishes include MFC, veneers
and laminates but we can also offer
dry wipe, wall coverings and fabrics.
• Options - Not only can our panels
be manufactured in an endless array
of finishes and colours but can be
constructed with a range of partially
or fully glazed panels, ceiling or floor
track and a choice of hardware.

Simplistic & Dynamic

System Description
Setting the standard for the future
Imagine being able to negotiate
your space to work to your
advantage, having the ability
to single-handedly transform a
large area into multiple smaller
spaces with minimal effort within
a few moments. Now imagine
the possibility of maximising
your revenue through the use
of sliding folding partitions,

during the day hosting multiple
functions simultaneously
and, come evening time, the
partitions are effortlessly stacked
away and transformed into a
large function room.
Our Kudos hinged sliding folding
partitions, also known as folding
walls, are UK manufactured to
the highest specification. The

Kudos offers many fantastic
benefits whether it’s dividing
a school hall into two different
multi-purpose areas for
simultaneous physical activities,
or splitting a large conference
facility in smaller seminar rooms
by sub-dividing these spaces
with sliding folding partitions.

• F
 loor supported on
a bottom roller track
system with guide
channel at top
• A
 lternatively, top hung
with/without floor track
• F
 loor track features
concealed fixings

• R
 obust aluminium
frame construction for
demanding environments
• F
 ace operated
espagnolette bolts lock
wall securely in position
• C
 ontinuous contact
sweep seals minimise
sound transfer

• S
 ingle wing or bi-parting
configurations
• Optional vision panels
• L
 eading element can act
as a full height pass door
• P
 arking centrally or to
one side of line track
• A
 coustic rating of 38dB
to 50dB

The Kudos is a robust system that is reliable, functional and offers superb
acoustics properties. The Kudos adds flexibility and functionality to offices,
hotels, meeting rooms, clubs and restaurants, leisure centres and educational
establishments or wherever head fixings are restricted.

Kudos Sliding Folding Partition

Partition walls that
meet the needs
of your work
environment
The Kudos is a series of interlocking,
flat panels that glide effortlessly along a
track. With the added benefit of having the
ability able to adjust room sizes in a matter
of minutes, minimising outside sound
interference within the room.

The Kudos makes spaces more versatile for multi-purpose
environments that need to be quickly re-arranged, while
maintaining optimal acoustic comfort.

Creating stylish space that is tailored
to your exact requirements

Track options

Infinite possibilities

The Kudos
allows for
numerous
different room
configurations

collection standard

standard collection

H1137
dark oak
chêne foncé
Eiche dunkel
donker eiken

H3738
walnut
noyer
Nussbaum
noten

H1733
birch
bouleau
Birke
berken

Our difference
We believe that the true
measure of a company’s worth
is the strength and quality of its
relationships.

H1511
beech
hêtre
Buche
beuken

H1334
oak
chêne
Eiche
eiken

H1887
maple
érable
Ahorn
esdoorn

A significant amount of our work
every year comes from repeat
clients—it’s the highest praise
they can give us and one that we
particularly treasure
We are proud to serve a national
customer base, supplying
our products throughout the

UK. Many of our customers
have utilised our products for
years over multiple projects,
appreciative of Moving Designs
culture for customer service
excellence. This commitment
includes offering flexible lead
times, rapid turnaround time for
quotations and delivery, expert
advisory, a solid factory warranty
and prompt service and repairs.
Our customers can count on our
accessibility and willingness to

Service & Support
Our sister company Pro-Servicing boasts an impressive
30 years combined experience in servicing, maintenance,
repairs and installation of all types of commercial doors.
We offer a professional quality service which includes
Acoustic Movable Walls, Sliding Folding Partitions,
Automatic Doors & Fire Doors across the UK.

H1424

woodline cream
woodline crème
Woodline creme
woodline crème

The above highlights our standard range of colours. However, Moving Designs
are constantly introducing exciting new ideas for innovative colours and
finishes from our Egger and Duhospan Range including wood grain, metallic’s
and textured effects. Having one of the widest ranges of finishes available we
are certain you’ll find the perfect solution for all your project needs.

We offer :

Our service also includes:

• P
 lanned Preventative
Maintenance

• Inspection and
assessment of your
partitions

• Repairs
• Installation and removal
• R
 efurbishment /
replacement of track and
panel systems

• S
 ound insulation
measurements
• S
 pare part procurement
and supply

assist, from their first enquiry
right through to installation and
onwards.
Moving Designs is positioned to
manage small and large projects.
Our broad scope of works means
our customers can procure a
diverse range of complementary
products from the one supplier,
all manufactured and installed to
equally high standards.

Moving Designs Ltd
Unit 5, Station Industrial Estate
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Tel:  0845 6732197
Email:  sales@movablewall.co.uk
www.movingdesignslimited.co.uk

